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Abstract  
 
Philosophy always had the stigma to be distance from life. In this thesis, “Thoughts on Intuition: 
Flowing as starting point of philosophy", the attempt will be performed to talk about what 
seems to be very vague in the first consideration but will be transformed after an investigation 
into en ‘event’ and methodological necessity, if the philosophy should be dressed in the wrinkled 
robe of life: the intuition. It leads to the inner core of being as a method of cognition, which 
could not be reached by terms in an analysis mat-ter. Terms are not representing being in its full 
manner and themselves are even less living than they should be to handle with life. Terms are 
fixed constructs, in which hu-mans translate the data of the senses and which will be 
transformed into something that has some utility for human means. We emphasis in this thesis 
to put philosophy back at the side of life and to get insights which has ever been made by art: 
intuitive cognitions. For sure there will be a critical opposition to the results, but by showing 
which perfor-mance and capacity intuition has, we’ll try to refuse these voices. It is most 
important for philosophy itself being alive. We will achieve this aim, if we open it for methods 
which are coming closer to life than dead building consisting of terms, which are more or less 
fixed while they should be flowing. 
